Michael Esposito Wins Trustee Election

17.9% of staff voted in election; also Employee Assembly results

Ends of last month's staff elections for the 2004-2005 year were released today by the Office of Assemblies, the administrative unit charged with conducting the election and tabulating the votes. Incumbent Michael Esposito was re-elected in the first round of vote counting, receiving 31% of the vote. Ballot counting was conducted in accordance with the tier system, also known as instant-runoff voting (IRV), by all the trustee candidates. Esposito had the longest record of self-governance involvement, serving as chair of both the Employee Assembly and later in the University Assembly.

Elections will be supported as employee trustee on July 1, 2004. The other two trustee candidates in descending order of their vote totals were Larry Ponzelli and Leo Lawrence. Employee Assembly election results were also announced. Stavros National Bank was unopposed for the endowed, at-large, position. Incumbent Stephanie McConnell and Meredith Graham each ran two-year terms as non-exempt contract college representatives.

Three candidates—newcomers Bill Bryant, Hazel Hall and Beth Burlew were not seated by the Internal Operations Committee. Voter turnout was calculated at 17.9%, with 1,081 eligible employees returning their ballots. The 2004-2005 Employee Assembly members will elect new officers during organizational meetings in the months ahead. The new board members will assume their responsibilities on June 1, 2004.

In a related story, Seth Paucak, who was elected to fill the contract college exempt post, will be a member of the contract college at-large position, and James Miles was chosen for the non-exempt contract college one-year position.

Donations sought for memorial fund

The family of Mario St. George, who died March 17 during a Cornell men’s lacrosse game, has established a memorial fund to honor the position of assistant coach of lacrosse at Cornell. The fund, named the George Boiardi Memorial Fund, hopes to raise $100,000, which would then be matched by a contribution from another Cornell family. It is hoped that endowing an assistant coach position is the first of its kind in the United States.

Esposito, who developed a reputation for running for and winning several student trustee elections, was named to the contract college one-year position.
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Rolling to success at Scotch Doubles Tournament

George Peter

The March 24, 2004 edition of the Ithaca Sun included the story by Kit Teitel, author of a book about the sport of Scotch Doubles and its history in the area, and I was asked to contribute some background information.

Tournament history: The Scotch Doubles Tournament has been held annually since 1929, and has been organized by the Ithaca Scotch Club since 1977. The tournament is a friendly and competitive event that attracts players from all over the region, with a large number of participants from Ithaca and the surrounding areas.

The tournament is played on a single elimination basis, with each match played to a 10-point margin. The tournament is divided into three brackets: the main bracket, the junior bracket, and the women's bracket. The winners of each bracket advance to the championship round, which is played to a best-of-three matches.

In addition to the tournament, the Ithaca Scotch Club also hosts a variety of other events and activities, including a weekly Scotch Doubles night, and a Scotch Doubles tournament at the end of every month.

If you have any questions about the Scotch Doubles Tournament, or any other aspect of the Ithaca Scotch Club, please feel free to contact me.

George Peter

Myth and Truth Revealed on the Internet

Vicki A. Beauer

T he Internet has been one of the greatest inventions of the last century. With the ability to access information from around the world with just a few clicks of the mouse, it has become an essential tool for learning, entertainment, and communication.

But with this great power comes great responsibility. The Internet is a vast repository of information, but not all of it is accurate or reliable. It can be difficult to distinguish between real information and misinformation.

As a trusted source of information, the Cornell University Libraries have developed the Cyber Research and Education Center, a hub for students and faculty to learn about the Internet and its potential.

If you have any questions about the Internet, or any other aspect of technology, please feel free to contact me.

Vicki A. Beauer

Health Care Coverage for Your Dependent

Graduating from College

You have a dependent child who is graduating from college, or is even age 23 or under, and is not enrolled full-time in college? For some parents, these are the times when they need the most health care coverage for their children.

The Children's Health Act of 1990 was passed to help parents afford health care coverage for their dependent children while they are in school. The law provides for the continuation of dependent coverage under the parent's health insurance plan for up to 26 months after the child's 23rd birthday.

If you have any questions about health care coverage for your dependent children, please contact the Benefits Office at 255-8206.

Grants Applications for Art Projects Sought

O ne of the purposes of the Cornell is to take advantage of the creative energy of students. One of the means the Cornell is recognized for its ability to create grants for projects that promote cultural and educational activities. Whether for photographs or apps design, sculpture, literature, or dance, the Cornell College of Arts and Sciences is committed to supporting the creative process.

For more information, contact the Director of Grants for the Arts Office, or visit the Cornell College of Arts and Sciences website.

Teenage Suicide at the Johnson

You are invited On a Journey to Suicide, Sunday, April 4 from 1:00-3:00 p.m. at Apples Commons. This event is a non-profit kick-off event for Celebrating the Spirit of Cornell, a collaboration of the Office of Student Life and the Office of Cornell University Libraries. The event is open to the public and will feature presentations on suicide prevention and mental health issues.

For more information, contact Benefit Services, 255-1930 or visit the Cornell College of Arts and Sciences website.

Kid Stuff

The idea of a Child to Work Day is a very popular one. It is a way for children to learn about the world of work and how it is connected to their lives. One of the most popular ways to do this is through a Child to Work Day, which is a day when children are invited to spend a day in the life of a working adult.

This event could not be possible without the dedicated effort of the faculty and staff. The Open House committee includes members of the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, the School of Business, and the College of Engineering.

If you have any questions about the Child to Work Day, please contact the Open House committee at 255-8206.

Work Closer Notification Available

A number of work-related issues must be addressed on a daily basis. One of the most important issues is the need for effective communication and management. One way to achieve this is through the use of work closer notifications.

Work closer notifications are a means of conveying important information to employees in a timely and effective manner. They are a way to ensure that employees are aware of important issues and are able to take the necessary action.

For more information, contact the Workforce Planning Office at 255-8206.

New Weight Gainers Group Forming On-campus

Are you looking for something new and exciting to add to your fitness routine? Are you interested in learning more about weight gain and how to achieve it in a healthy way? If so, then join one of our new weight gainer groups on campus.

These groups are designed to help you reach your fitness goals and achieve the weight gain that you desire. They provide a supportive and motivating environment, and are led by experienced and knowledgeable trainers.

Save the Date—Bring Your Mother to Work Day

Now is your chance to bring your mother to work! On Monday, April 5, all Cornell employees are encouraged to bring their mothers to work. For a nominal fee, delivery is available to your home or office. Included with the delivery is a fun-filled day of activities and entertainment.

For more information, contact Mommy Dearest at 255-7565.
I’m in springtime and that means the Cornell staff and students are taking the stage for the Cornell Savoyards spring production, ‘An Evening with a Waltz’. A night of timeless brilliance in Ithaboom’s finest and a true take on the art of cornellian music. The Savoyards Spring Season is now in full swing and with it comes a brand new show inspired by the works of the great Leonard Bernstein. The Savoyards Spring Show is titled ‘An Evening with a Waltz’ and it promises to be a night of pure entertainment. The show features a range of classic songs from the golden age of Broadway, including numbers from ‘West Side Story’, ‘On the Town’, and ‘ Rothschild’s Fiddle’. The show is directed by Dr. I. M. Nuts and choreographed by Mr. J. Smith. The cast includes some of Cornell’s finest talent, including Mary Smallwood Churchill, a member of the university’s staff. Churchill will present President Jeffrey Lehman speak about the Bridging Russian and American Cultures event. The show will be performed at the Ithaboom Center for the Performing Arts on April 13 at 7:30 pm. The show is free to the public and all are welcome to attend. For more information, contact savoyards@cornell.edu or visit www.rso.cornell.edu/savoyards/showhome.htm.

Announcing Discount for Verizon Wireless Customers

Cornell employees as well as Cornell affiliates can receive a 5% discount from New York City’s largest wireless provider, Verizon Wireless. According to Inside Information, the company has put a significant emphasis on offering discounts to its customer base. "This is a great move for us," said the company spokesperson, "it allows us to offer our employees and affiliates competitive rates and incentives." For more information, contact Tracy Carroll at 255-4203 or e-mail tracey.carroll@verizonwireless.com.

Summer Sessions Offers Study Opportunities for Staff

On May 20, 2008, Cornell University announced that it would be expanding its summer session program to offer more study opportunities for staff members. The university has been working on developing new online courses that can be completed at the employee’s own pace and convenience. This initiative is aimed at providing employees with the opportunity to further their education while also meeting the demands of their work responsibilities. The program will be available to staff members at all levels and will offer a variety of courses in different subject areas, including business, technology, and leadership.

Guidelines for Classified Ads

Free to members of the Cornell community, ads are written in one-line, 20-word lines. To be considered for publication:

Classified ads are published on a space-available basis.

1. Complete classified ad data on the appropriate application, including name, address, phone number, and e-mail address.

2. Submit ad to the Classifieds Department at classifieds@cornell.edu. The ad will be reviewed by the Classifieds Department for appropriateness and accuracy.

3. Classifieds Department will contact you if your ad is approved and ready for publication.

4. Payment is due at time of publication. Payment must be made in advance by check or money order.

5. Classifieds Department reserves the right to decline or edit any ad for any reason.

6. Classifieds Department will make every effort to publish your ad as soon as possible after payment has been received.

7. Classifieds Department cannot guarantee the life of an ad once it has been published.

8. Classifieds Department reserves the right to refuse publication of any ad that is deemed inappropriate or offensive.

9. Classifieds Department reserves the right to change the classified ad rates at any time without notice.
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Daffodil Days are Back

Nicola Kountoupes/U. Photo

custom ride plate w/skags, less than sm32, 5-9192 or 347-4860 (eves).

$2,500, 758-9055.

24 power packed lamps, SolarMax Wolf Sunvision 24S tanning bed 796-0092 or dsd7.

$4,900/obo., aak12 or 272-0800.

V8, 95K, great stereo, ex. cond., good, good cond., $800/obo., 838-1991 Chevy S-10 pickup ♦

up are 21 from 11:30 a.m.–2:00 p.m.

16th Annual Office Professionals Celebration Set

Save the Date—Slope Day Set for May 7

The tiniest Slope Day set for Friday, May 7. To ensure a safe and

recruited Slope Day 2004, approximately 1,000 staff, student and faculty volunteers

are essential to the safety of the event and clean up.

Stops of 2–4 hours and up are available for a variety of

For questions, contact dępom@cornell.edu.

UPCOMING EVENTS

APRIL 1 THURSDAY

• April Frosh Day: CAGE Archives: A Guide to the Classical Collections of Cornell University, 10:30 a.m.–noon, Boyle Thompson Atrium.
• Art for Lunch: Linda Tannenbaum: Transformation through the Lens; noon–1:00 p.m., Johnson Museum.
• Open Mind Series: Evenings West; 7:00–9:00 p.m., Gold Bächle
• Midday Music Break: Compost Ensemble; 8:30 p.m., 820 Lincoln Hall

FRIDAY 2

• Restaurant Consultation: Meli’s, 11:10 a.m.–12:30 p.m., 820 Corning Hall

SATURDAY 3

• Artful Family Saturday: Bay Cappeller, BEAM a microworld, free for members, $5 for non-members, 10:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m., Johnson Museum.
• Opening reception for Spring exhibitions; 5:00–7:00 p.m., Johnson Museum

SUNDAY 4

• Board for Glory: Small Potatoes; Live sets at 8:30, 9:30 and 10:30 p.m., Call or Applied Twilight

MONDAY 5

• Blood Drive, noon–5:00 p.m., VGB

TUESDAY 6

• PawPrint Board Meeting, noon–1:30 p.m., 272 Commons
• Restaurant Consultation: AMC, Westfield
• Restaurant Consultation: MIC, Genetti

WEDNESDAY 7

• SA Meeting, 12:15–1:00 p.m.; Day Hall Boardroom
• Restaurant Consultation: TIAA-CREF, 130 Day Hall
• Restaurant Consultation: TIAA-CREF, 130 Day Hall
• Restaurant Consultation: Meli’s, 11:10 a.m.–12:30 p.m., 820 Corning Hall
• Restaurant Consultation: Meli’s, 11:10 a.m.–12:30 p.m., 820 Corning Hall
The next meeting is April 6.

• George Peter, CALS
• Elaine Davis, Economics
• Vickey A. Beaver, Human Resources
• Hronn Brynjarsdottir, Family Life
• Flora, OHR

Sites such as snopes.com or the Cornell libraries may be the answer. That site frequently posts researched answers to common urban legends and other popular folklore. University Libraries are always a good research tool for the student who is not sure what information is real and what isn’t, then you want information that is reliable or just for fun, search the internet for a reliable source. Snopes is a website that offers a variety of new demonstrations and returning favorites. It’s your favorite time of year! Gather your family and friends from 10:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m. Parking and admission are free!

Please note: Open House visitors should park in the large “O” parking lot just off Tower Road and enter the main gates to the south. The next group will begin Monday, April 5 at 10:00 a.m. via Gate 4 and continue through each shift.

Bring a grand sweep of the new logo in color inside page on 3.

Save the Date—Bring Your Mother to Work Day

Now this year is your chance to bring your Mother to Work Day. Thrusday, April 1, 2004 at 2:30 p.m.—Cornell University’s Parking Enforcement is proud to announce a neways for cars that parallel park in campus lots. Commuters will be asked to parallel park in lots that are normally metered and to follow traffic, and courtesy for drivers. These parking lot changes bring a variety of new demonstrations and returning favorites. It’s your favorite time of year! Gather your family and friends from 10:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m. Parking and admission are free!
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Please note: Open House visitors should park in the large “O” parking lot just off Tower Road and enter the main gates to the south. The next group will begin Monday, April 5 at 10:00 a.m. via Gate 4 and continue through each shift.
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The most recent Leadership Training Seminar was held last week. Trainers defined a new role set of rules to better frame new hires. The new formula is patterned after the advice of the Wall Street Journal's, "The Humor of Success." It is the goal that every UC employee should recognize that the new manager is more experienced than the old. Each new hire will be assigned a mentor who will act as a sponsor, guiding the new hire through the first year. The mentors will be selected based on their experience and skills. The mentors will meet with their mentees at least once a month to discuss progress and provide feedback. All mentors and mentees will be required to participate in the program. This will help to create a supportive environment for new hires and will help them to succeed in their new roles.

#6. Flattering is your friend

• Say, You Know in every other sentence. (It proves you know street talk)

• Never compliment your subordinates.

• Never compliment yourself.

#7. Work a quick ad skill

To drastically reduce the amount of contact time with your supervisor and (thus greatly limit his or her ability to obtain your performance during the semester), you have to plan ahead to fill up the day of the performance dialogue with exciting events.

• Ask for a raise or an amount to your boss's face. Give him or her some news to report to her people.

#8. Understand the real "Skills for Success"

Don't be afraid to take the appropriate steps to make sure the success in the workplace is not at all a matter of skill or effort.新世纪 Joshua has generally understood that whatever you can do is in line of sight with what you've already had. Proficiency is in the eye of the beholder. It's essentially a matter of personal performance.

Scene and Heard

Augusto "Red" Romer

Cornell has announced that the next meeting is April 6. The next meeting is April 6. The next meeting is April 6. Welcome to join the Editorial Board.
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The New Creative Ways of Cutting Costs Bastrold

In celebration of the 150th Anniversary of Cornell in 2015, the Cornell Business Connection (CBC), working in conjunction with NASA, has announced a special expedition to Mars, the red planet. Currently, the departure date is set for July 2015 with an expected landing on Mars sometime in August 2015. Planned activities include diving for water and searching for evidence of intelligent life.

The Mars Space Food Program will be providing all meals for the entire mission. Interested tourists should start booking the trip now.

To be eligible, participants must enroll in a mandatory eight-week training course at the Kennedy Space Center. The course will cover everything from training, leadership skills to basic space travel. The trip is limited to 100 participants per day that use cut rate. The group will be a broad range of suggestions and will be shared at this time in future stories with tips on coping with rising expenses. Their suggestions include:

- Homeowners should consider buying a new home rather than a rental property.
- Save money on groceries by planning meals in advance.
- Use public transportation to avoid high gas prices.
- Shop for clothes during the winter sales.

These suggestions are just a few of the many ideas that can help to save money. For more information, please contact us at spacecadet@cornell.edu or visit our website at www.spacecadet.com.
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